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constructing the synthesized texture Iout In each step, paste a
patch Bk of the input sample texture Iin into the synthesized
texture Iout. To avoid mismatching features across patch
boundaries, select Bk based on the patches already pasted in
Iout, {B0 .... Bk-1}. The texture patches are pasted in the order.
For simplicity, use square patches of a prescribed size wB x
wB.

Abstract—Real time Enhancement using texture synthesis
combines interpolation, classification and patch based texture
synthesis to enhance low resolution imagery. RETS uses a low
resolution source image as input and several high resolution
sample textures. The output of RETS is a high resolution image
with the structure of the source image, but with detail consistent
with the high resolution sample textures. Image Interpolation:
Interpolation is the primary technique used for image scaling.
Image scaling is the process of taking a source image and
extending it to create a large image. The primary problem with
enlarging images using interpolation is that the large result
contains the same amount of discrete data as smaller source image
[25]. Two types of interpolation are bilinear and bicubic. Bilinear
interpolation uses 2x2 neighbourhoods of data points to calculate
pixel color between data points. Bicubic interpolation uses 4x4
neighbourhoods of data points to calculate pixel color between
data points [16].Using texture Synthesis solve two problems
•

It allows to user to specify the detail to be inserted into the
output image by providing a representative sample for the
system to replicate.

•

Applying texture synthesis appropriately will allow us to
avoid the unnatural repetition of texture tiles that can occur
with standard texture mapping.

B. Patch Based Sampling Algorithm
i) Randomly choose a wB x wB texture patch B0 from the
input sample texture Iin. Paste B0 in the lower left
corner of Iout. Set k = 1.
ii) Form the set ΨB of all texture patches from Iin such that
for each texture patch of ΨB, its boundary zone matches
Eok ut.
iii) If ΨB is empty, set ΨB = {Bmin} where {Bmin} is chosen
such that its boundary zone is the closest to Eok ut.
iv) Randomly select an element from ΨB as the kth texture
patch Bk. Paste Bk onto the output texture Iout. Set k=
k+1.
v) Repeat steps (b), (c), and (d) until Iout is fully covered.
vi) Perform blending in the boundary zones.
The patch-based sampling algorithm is easy to use and
flexible. It can generate tileable textures if so desired. It can
be used for constrained synthesis as well. The algorithm has
an intuitive randomness parameter. The user can use this
parameter to interactively control the randomness of the
synthesized texture.
Algorithm combines the strengths of nonparametric
sampling and patch-pasting. In fact, both patch-pasting and
the pixel-based non-parametric sampling are special cases of
the patch based sampling algorithm. The patches in our
sampling scheme implicitly provide constraints for avoiding
garbage. For this reason, algorithm continues to synthesize
high-quality textures even when cease to be effective. For
natural textures, the results of patch-based sampling look
subjectively better [12].

I. INTRODUCTION
High-quality texture can be synthesized in real-time. A key
ingredient of the algorithm we propose is a patch-based
sampling scheme that uses texture patches of the sample
texture as building blocks for texture synthesis.
The advantages of patch-based sampling include
• Speed: For synthesizing textures of the same size and
comparable (or better) quality, our algorithm is orders of
magnitude faster than existing texture synthesis
algorithms, including TSVQ-accelerated non-parametric
sampling. As a result, high-quality texture synthesis is
now a real-time process on a midlevel PC.
• Quality: The patch-based sampling algorithm
synthesizes high-quality textures for a wide variety of
textures ranging from regular to stochastic. Like, that is
also a greedy algorithm for non-parametric sampling.
However, the patches in sampling scheme implicitly
provide constraints for avoiding garbage. For this reason,
algorithm continues to synthesize high-quality textures
even when and cease to be effective. For natural textures,
the results of patch-based sampling look subjectively
better.

II. SEGMENTATION
Image segmentation is to cluster pixels into salient image
regions, i.e., regions corresponding to individual surfaces,
objects, or natural parts of objects. Segmentation could be
used for object recognition, occlusion boundary estimation
within motion or stereo systems, image compression, image
editing, or image database look-up. Image Segmentation is a
subset of an expansive field of Computer Vision which deals
with the analysis of the spatial content of an image. In
particular, it is used to separate regions from the rest of the
image, in order to recognize them as objects. It is a method
used in the vast field of Artificial Intelligence.

A. Patch Based Sampling
The patch-based sampling algorithm uses texture patches
of the input sample texture Iin as the building blocks for
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Region Growing is an approach to image segmentation in
which neighbouring pixels are examined and added to a
region class if no edges are detected. This process is iterated
for each boundary pixel in the region. If adjacent regions are
found, a region-merging algorithm is used in which weak
edges are dissolved and strong edges are left intact. Region
Growing offers several advantages over conventional
segmentation techniques. Unlike gradient and Laplacian
methods, the borders of regions found by region growing are
(a) Input Image
(b) Segmented Image
perfectly thin (since we only add pixels to the exterior of our
region) and connected. The algorithm is also very stable with
respect to noise. Our region will never contain too much of
the background, so long as the parameters are defined
correctly. Other techniques that produce connected edges,
like boundary tracking, are very unstable. Most importantly,
membership in a region can be based on multiple criteria. We
can take advantage of several image properties, such as low
gradient or gray level intensity value, at once.
There are, however, several disadvantages to region
growing. First and foremost, it is very expensive
computationally. It takes both serious computing power
(processing power and memory usage) and a decent amount
of time to implement the algorithms efficiently.

(a) Input Image

(b) Segmented Image

Fig. 1. Examples of Segmentation

III. IMPLEMENTATION
For implementation select one image and then add some
noise in that image and taken that image as an input image.
Then after removing the noise from that input image and get
the output image. Below implementation of the methods for
removing the noise from that input image.

A. Texture Segmentation
The purpose of texture segmentation is to differentiate
textured regions from the rest of the image, which include
smooth regions and well-defined edges such as object
boundaries. Noticing the fact that textured regions are usually
covered with dense edges when performing the edge
detection, we use the local edge pixel number as a feature for
texture segmentation.

A. Fixed Patch Size
Here taken noise patch is fixed size.
PIXEL BASED TEXTURE SYNTHESIS:
A pixel value at a certain location depends only on its
immediate neighbourhood. In this approach, for a certain
percentage of the selections, use the next column neighbour
pixel.
There are two common steps:
a. Searching for the best match for the current output
neighbourhood within the sample texture
b. Merging a patch or a pixel with the synthesized output
texture.
After these two steps we get an output image which is
noiseless.

B. Edge Detection
By applying the horizontal and vertical Sobel operators to
the luminance channel Y of the image, we can obtain the
gradient magnitude and direction for each pixel. Pixels with
gradient magnitude larger than a certain threshold Tg are
initialized as edge pixels. Since a lot of textures in video
images are blurred, in order to obtain a sufficient number of
edge pixels in textured regions for the purpose of
segmentation, we set a low threshold Tg = 10 based on
experiments. Raw edge maps usually contain thick edges and
are not suitable to be directly used for feature extraction and
edge-based interpolation. Therefore we carry out
non-maximal suppression to thin the edges. This operation
re-classifies an edge pixel to be non-edge if its gradient
magnitude is less than that of either of its two neighbours
along the gradient direction.

Patch Based Texture Synthesis:
In patch based approach synthesis the result image by
stitching together small patches selected from the sample
image. In this method synthesis a result image block by block
in raster order. Square blocks are used to capture the primary
pattern in the sample texture.
There are two common steps:
a. Searching for the best match for the current output
neighbourhood within the sample texture
b. Merging a patch or a pixel with the synthesized output
texture.
After these two steps we get an output image which is
noiseless.

C. Example of Segmentation
Simple Scenes Segmentations of simple gray-level images
and color images (RGB images) can provide useful
information about the surfaces in the scene.
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clean that area.In Fig. 4 (a) shown that area is cleaned and in
NOISE COMPARISION:
After analyzing both the output images (Pixel based and Fig. 4 (b) it is highlighted.
Patch based) it can be concluded that Patch Based Texture
Synthesis is better than Pixel Based Texture Synthesis
because in Pixel Based Texture Synthesis the portion of noise
is not completely removed so it can be possible that some
information will be lost. Patch Based Texture Synthesis gets
good effect after removing the noise in image compare to
Pixel Based Texture Synthesis.
B. Different size of Patch
Taking different size of matrix n x n as noise (10 x 10, 20 x
20) in image and remove that noise and compare that in
which method removal of noise is better.

(a) Cleaning Area

(b) Output Image

Fig. 4.Cleaning Portion

In Fig. 5 first select an area enclosed by arrow and in the
output image that area is removed.

(a) Input Image

(b) pixel Output

(c) Patch Output

Fig. 2. Remove noise

In Pixel Based Texture Synthesis some Information is lost
because of different size of patch is taken. Using Patch Based
Texture Synthesis information is not lost and gives better
output than the Pixel Based Texture Synthesis.
C. Program Complexity
In Pixel Based Texture Synthesis taking One by one pixel
and then find it’s near neighbour pixel and replaced it. So,
program complexity is θ (n2). In Patch Based Texture
Synthesis taking a group of pixels. So not taking one by one
pixel so complexity is θ (n2) – Σ (x x y) where x is a patch size
and y is number of patches. So, Patch Based Texture
Synthesis complexity is less than Pixel Based Texture
Synthesis.

Fig. 5. Example of Cleaning Image

CLEANING IMAGE BY EDGE DETECTION:

D. Color Image
CLEANING IMAGE BY SELECTING AREA:

Fig. 6. Input Image

By applying the horizontal and vertical Sobel operators to
the luminance channel Y of the image, we can obtain the
gradient magnitude and direction for each pixel. Pixels with
gradient magnitude larger than a certain threshold are
initialized as edge pixels. Since a lot of textures in video
images are blurred, in order to obtain a sufficient number of

(a) Input Image
(b) selected area
Fig. 3. Select Area

We can get area which is to be replaced by selecting four
points. By applying Texture on that area we can get the
output in which that area is replaced by surrounding pixels to
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Fig. 7. Edge Detection

After Finding the Edge of all objects choose one pixel of
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Fig. 8. Output Image

IV. CONCLUSION
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